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CALCULATION OF THE SURFACE 

DENSITY OF ELECTRONIC STATES IN LEAD 

ABSTRACT 

We present·a tight-binding calculation of the local surface 

density of states for the (001) surface of lead. It is based 

on a simple phenomenological interpolation scheme which replaces 

the one-dimensional bulk density of states normal to the surface 

by a surface adapted curve. The integration over the two-dimen

sional Brillouin zone is performed numericallY. The calcula~ 

tion explains qualitatively differences observed between experi-

mental X-ray photoemission density of states and bulk-value cal-

culations ln both s-like and p-like bands. 
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The tight-binding approach to the study of the 

electronic properties of surfaces has recently become. 

. 1-5. .. 
qUlte popular~. ThlS has been prompted by the real-

ization that the bulk properties of Group IV and III-V 

semiconductors and d-band metals may be adequately de

scribed by tight-binding theory~. 

The calculations of the local surface density of 

states (LSDOS) have used two basi~ approaches, those ln 

which no recourse to Bloch's theorem was made~ and 

those ln which Bloch's theorem was used in the two dimen-

sions ln which it still.applies. 

In the second approach -- the one we us~ here -- the 

crystal is regarded as being comprised of infinite two-

dimensional layers. The basis states are then character

ized by a two-dimensional wave vector k and a layer index 

(1) 

where the index a indicates the particular atomic state 

. + . 
on. the atom at slte Ri ln layer n, consisting of N2 atoms. 

The LSDOS (layer h=O) is then given by 
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N (E 0) = -1;: I ° -+kIGI· ° -+1< . (2) 3' -IT ~ m < 0. , ,a , , > • 

The Green's function matrix element above is then found~ 

from Dyson's equation 

E- l G = 1 + Ii G 
::: 

This equation can be solved exactly with the aid of a 

transfer matrix T(k) --

C <a,kITlo."k> <a';n;kIGlo.',O,k> 
a" 

= <a,(n+l),k'IGla',O,k> (4 ) 

It should be noted that T(') is a functi6n of k, has the 

dimensions (vxv), where v is the number of a bands included 

in the calculation, and, most important of·all, is indepen-

dent of n. This allows one to reduce to a finite number 

the infinite set of coupled equations (3). 

The difficulty in the above calculations are those in

herent in handling large numbers of (vxv) matrices and its 

attendant algebra.· As a consequence, most calculations 

are modelistic in nature and include usually a very small 
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number of bands, e.g. four for Si and Ge~ five or six for 

transition metalsqJY. 

In addition to the many band problem mentioned above, 

surface tight-binding calculations suffer from a fundamen

tal difficulty. The introduction of a surface in an other

wise infinite three-dimensional lattice has three different 

effects: (a) the topology and coordination number of 

atoms at the surface is altered; (b) there is in most cases 

a rearrangement and/or a reconstruction of the surface; and 

(c) as a consequence of (a) and (b) the numerical values 

of the hamiltonian matrix elements change significantly. 

This last effect causes some problems in,tight-binding 

approaches where most matrix elements are not calculated 

from first principles but fitted or adjusted to give bulk 

band structures obtained from other methods. 

In the calculation we present here, we attempt to con

struct a model which is easily adaptable to a large hamil

tonian without requiring large scale computation. No attempt 

is made to deal with reconstructed or' significantly relaxed 

surfaces and consequently no change in the surface potential 

is included. Our airri is thus to examine the nature and mag

nitude of the topological and coordination number effects 

alone on the LCDOS corresponding to a realistic bulk hamil-
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tonian. We have chosen to calculate these effects for 

the (001) surface of Pb. Our choice is guided by the 

facts that: ,,11/ (i) McFeely ~ al.y have recently construc-

ted a tight-binding hamiltonian -which adequately describes 
. '\.12/ . 

both bulk de Haas-van Alphen dat~ and X-ray photoemission 

experiments~; and (ii) the (001) surface of Pb is not 
. 

known to reconstruct and the relaxation effects, based on 

charge density arguments, are expected to be smal~ 

~,he bulk unit cell compatible with a (001) surface 

has translation vectors 

which has a volume n = (a 3/2) and c6ntains two atoms. 

The corresponding reciprocal lattice vectors are 

+ 2n + 
gl = a (1,1,0); g2 

2n ;::: a-( 1, -1,0) ; "* 2n G = a-(O, 0,1) 

(5) 

(6) 

resulting in a (001). surface adapted Brillouin zone (BZ) 

which is a square prism and has a volume equal to half 

that of the bulk BZ. The bulk density of states remaps 

into this new BZ by a 2 to 1 band correspondence. If we 

include 6s and 6p states in our calculation, v =8 in the 
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surface adapted BZ. The two-dimensional BZ (2BZ) i~a 

square, equal to the cross section of the (001) adapted 

BZ. 

The bulk density of states N3 CE) can be thought of 

as obtained from 

( 7 ) 

where Nl is a one-dimensional density of states correspond

lng to all allowed energy levels with fixed k parallel to 

the surface; the summation in (7) extends over the 2BZ. 

In (7), NICE,k) considered as a function of E for 

fixed t, has the classical one-dimensional singularities 

of the (E-E
l

)-1/2 or (E
2
-E)-1/2 type as seen on the left 

hand side of Fig. 1. These singularities may appear at 

the bottom and top of the b~nd, but they must also appear 

in the middle, as shown in Fig. l(b). It is a good approx

imation to treat Nl(E,k) in the bulk as the superposition 

of one or more bands of the form 

( 8) 
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where 

1 -+ . -+ 
W - 2" [ET(k) -EB(k) J 

(9) 

x - [E - EB(k) wJ/W 

EB(k) 1S the lowest energy of a given single-valued sub-

-+ 
band, ET(k) the corresponding high~st value and F is the 

" 

fraction of the one,-dimensionai k-space involved in that 

subband (O<F~l). As an example F = 1 in Fig. lea), while 

in Fig. l(b), Fl = 0.2 and F2 = 0.8 for the two single

valued subbands involved. 

It has been repeatedly show~ that LSDOS' s have no 

one-dimensional van Hove singularities, and that the re-

sulting curves are smooth and go smoothly to zero at 

their boundaries. The development of van Hove singular-

i tie$' is gradual and is only fuJ,ly completed in the limit 

n -+ 00. 

We have introduced.a phenorIlenological density of 

state function which has these chara~teristics 

= 2F~(~_1)(1_x2)1/2 
'ITW[~2-4(~-1)x2J 

(10 ) 
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, where W, x and F have the same meaning .as before, and 

the parameter Z;; 

2. ::s Z;; < 00. 

describes the varylng shape. The bulk curve (S) is ob-

tained for Z;; =2, while for Z;; + 00 we obtain 

(11) 

which adequately describes the LSDOS. Intermediate values 

of Z;; shotild describe other layers within small distances 

from the surface. Replacement of (10) into (7) glves 

N3 (E;Z;;), which gives various local densities of states; 

in particular, N3 (E;Z;;+00) yields the approximate LSDOS we 

are looking for. 

We performed the calculation outlined above by numer

ically sampling 245 points in the irreducible (l/S)th of 

the 2BZ. We calculated the one-dimensional band structure 

for each of these point,s, located the corresponding EB (k) 

and ET(k) maxima and evaluated the LSDOS by performing 

numerically the summation over the 2BZ. 

Figure 2 shows curves for Z;; = 2, 3, 4 and 1000. The 
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-+ 
left hand side curves show the generic NICE ,k; z;:) curves 

given by (iO); the right hand side curve.s give the cor

responding N3 (E;Z;:). The upper graphs z;: = 2 depict the 

local density of states for a bulk atom, deep inside 

the metal; the lower graph z;: = 1000 describes the LSDOS. 

The other two rows show intermediate cases. Each N3 CE;Z;:) 

displays the characteristic splitting of the s (lower) 

and p (upper) bands of lead. 

We note the fOllowing important features of the spec-

trum. First, we note the evolution of the s-band shape. 

In the bulk, the maximum inN 3 (E) is at the band edge at 

(-6.72) eV. Following this "spike" in· the region between 

the band onset and "'(-8.0) eV the position of an apparent 

Ml type van Hove singularity, N3 (E) lS fairly constant. 

In progressing to the surface, the van Hove singularitjes 

are obviously destroyed, and this proves to have a dramatic 

effect on the band shape. The spike at the band onset 

gradually falls, and the Ml singularity in the bulk evolves 

into a peak in N3 (E). 

In examining the p bands we focus our attention on two 

peaks in N3 (E) which we label PI and P 2 . The peak PI' 

centered at "'(-2.2) eV in the bulk N3 (E) has a square-shaped 

top, arising from nearby Ml and M2 van Hove singularities. 
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In progress1ng to the surface we see very much the same 

phenomenon as in the s-band. The Ml point evolves into 

a sharp peak in N3(E). The other edge of the peak, char

acterized by the M2 singularity, gradually loses inten

sity in progressing to more surface-like Nl(E) shapes, 

so that at the surface limit it ;i..s a practically indistin-

guishable shoulder on the high-energy side .of Pl. 

The peak labeled P2 in Fig. 2 is also square-shaped 

and 1S separated from the strong peak at E > 0.8 eV by a 

distinct valley. In progressing from bulk to surface, 

this peak gradually become~ more rounded, and the valley 

disappears. It is interesting to note that forintermed-

iate values of Z;; this peak is somewhat less sensitive to 

the form of Nl(E) than either PI or the s band. 

The over all difference in shape of the lead ~urface 

and bulk N3 (E) suggests that some of these effects may mani

fest themselves in the photoemission data of Ley et al~ 

If an inelastic scattering length of ~15 ~ is asstimed~ up 

to 20% of th~ photoemission intensity can ari~e from the 

surface layer. 

In Fig. 3 we show the experimental results of Ley et 

al.~ along with the simulated photoemission spectrum cal

"ll~ culated from the bulk band structure by McFeely et a}.'7, 
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and a simulation of the surface contribution calculated 

by us on the basis of the N3 (E; s=lQOO) curve in Fig. 2. 

The largest discrepancy with experiment in each case is 

the height ratio of the two peaks PI and P2 in the p bands. 

Experimentally (P2/ Pl)· = 0.86; the calculation with bulk . exp 

density of states s = 2 yields (P2 /Pl)bulk = 0.66 while a 

LSDOScalculation Cs=lOOO) produces a ratio (P2/P l )surface = 

0.83. Our LSDOS calculation accounts for 85% of the dis-

crepancy between experiment and bulk calculation. 

In addition, the experimental s-band shape is in much 

closer agreement with the surface layer calculation. This 

is particularly interesting since, as can be seen from an 

inspection of Fig. 2, the s-band shape calculated for the 

intermediate values of s do all resemble the surface layer 

shape rather than the bulk shape. Since these. intermediate 

NlCE) functions correspond to layers near the surface, 

a more substantial fraction of the photoemission intensity 

should reflect this form. The persistence of the effect 

of the surface on the s band shapes in layers near the sur

face is an interesting analogy to the Group IV s·emiconduc

tors, in which the s-bands are far more sensitive Cand·for 

a longer range) to topological variations than are the p

. bands'*;< 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1: Typical band shapes. The bulk one-dimensional DOS 

is shown oh the left-hand side. The corr~sponding 

LSDOS is depicted on the right. 

Fig. 2: The parametrized DOS's; The left-hand side glves 

the various one-dimensional curves used in the cal-

culation. The right-hand side shows corresponding 

LDOS for lead~ The upper curves are for I: = 1000, 

l.e. the surface layers. The lower curves are for 

1:= 2, the bulk. Intermediate values are also shown. 

Fig. 3: The XPS spectra for lead. (a) The experimental re-

suIts of Ref. 13; (b) the calculated spectrum for 

the bulk density of states from Ref. 11; (c) the 

present calculation using the LSDOS, I: = 1000. 
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